
Essential Vocabulary for TOEFL Junior:
Words and Topics You Need to Know
The TOEFL Junior exam is a standardized English language proficiency
test designed for students in grades 4-8. The test is designed to measure
students' ability to understand and use English in academic settings. One
of the key components of the TOEFL Junior exam is vocabulary. In order to
do well on the test, students need to have a strong foundation in English
vocabulary.

This article will provide you with a list of essential vocabulary words for the
TOEFL Junior exam. We will also provide you with tips on how to learn and
retain these words.

The following is a list of essential vocabulary words for the TOEFL Junior
exam:
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Academic - relating to school or education

Achieve - to succeed in ng something

Activity - something that you do

Additional - more than what is needed

Adventure - an exciting or unusual experience

Agree - to think or feel the same way as someone else

Analyze - to examine something carefully

Answer - something that you say or write in response to a question

Apply - to use something in a particular situation

Appreciate - to be grateful for something

Argue - to have a disagreement with someone

Ask - to request something from someone

Assume - to believe something is true without having proof

Attend - to be present at an event or meeting

Attitude - the way that you think or feel about something

Average - the usual or typical amount or level

Avoid - to stay away from something

Background - the history or experience that someone has

Behavior - the way that someone acts

Believe - to think that something is true



Benefit - something that is helpful or useful

Beyond - further than a particular point or limit

Challenge - something that is difficult to do

Change - to make or become different

Character - the qualities that make someone different from others

Choose - to select something from a group of options

Citizen - a person who lives in a particular country or town

Classify - to group things together based on their similarities

Clear - easy to understand or see

Climate - the usual weather conditions in a particular area

Communicate - to share information or ideas with someone

Compare - to find the similarities and differences between two or more
things

Competition - a contest between two or more people or teams

**** - the final part of an argument or discussion

Condition - the state of something

Connect - to join two or more things together

Consider - to think about something carefully

Context - the situation in which something happens

Continue - to keep ng something

Contribution - something that someone gives to a group or cause



Control - to have power over something

Conversation - a talk between two or more people

Correct - free from errors

Cost - the amount of money that something requires

Country - a political unit consisting of a territory and its people

Cover - to put something over something else

Create - to make something new

Culture - the beliefs, customs, and arts of a particular group of people

Curious - eager to learn or know more about something

Damage - to harm or injure something

Danger - the possibility of harm or injury

Data - information that is used to make decisions

Decide - to make a choice

Define - to explain the meaning of a word or phrase

Degree - the extent or amount of something

Describe - to give an account or representation of something

Design - to create a plan or drawing for something

Develop - to grow or improve

Disagree - to have a different opinion from someone else

Discover - to find something new or unknown



Discuss - to talk about something with someone else

Distance - the amount of space between two points

Document - a written or printed record of something

Doubt - to be uncertain about something

Draw - to make a picture or design using a pencil or pen

Effect - a change that is produced by an action or event

Effort - the amount of work or energy that is put into something

Emotion - a strong feeling

Encourage - to give someone support or confidence

End - the last part of something

Energy - the power to do work

Enjoy - to take pleasure in something

Enter - to go into a place

Environment - the surroundings in which something exists

Equal - the same in size, value, or importance

Error - a mistake

Essay - a short piece of writing that expresses the writer's thoughts
and opinions

Essential - necessary or important

Estimate - to make a guess about the size, value, or amount of
something



Evaluate - to assess the value or quality of something

Event - something that happens

Evidence - information that supports a claim or argument

Example - something that is used to illustrate a point

Excellent - very good

Except - excluding or not including something

Excuse - a reason for ng something wrong

Explain - to make something clear or understandable

Explore - to search for or investigate something

Express - to show or tell what you think or feel

Extend - to make something longer or larger

Fail - to be unsuccessful in ng something

Familiar - well-known or known about

Family - a group of people related by blood or marriage

Famous - well-known or celebrated

Far - a long distance away

Fast - moving or happening quickly

Father - a male parent

Favor - to like or prefer something

Feeling - an emotion



Few - not many

Field - an area of land used for growing crops or grazing animals

Figure - a number or amount

Fill - to put something into a container until it is full

Final - last or most recent

Find - to discover or locate something

Finish - to complete something

First - the earliest in time or order

Fit - to be the right size or shape

Follow - to go or come after someone or something

Food - something that you eat

For - indicating the purpose or reason for something

Foreign - not native to a particular country or region

Forget - to lose memory of something

Form - the shape or structure of something

Free - not having to pay for something

Friend - a person who you like and trust

Future - the time that is yet to come

Gain - to get or acquire something
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